Chi-Square Test

1. A fundamental problem in genetics is demining whether the _____________________
fits the results expected from theory. How can you tell if an ___________________ of
offspring counts is legitimately the result of a giving _______________.
 For example, you do a cross and see 290 purple flowers and 110 white flowers in
the offspring.
 This is pretty close to a 3/4 : 1/4 ratio, but how do you formally define "pretty
close"? What about 250:150?

The Chi-Square test is a “_________________________” test. It answers the
question of how well do __________________________.

To begin a Chi-Square you must start with a______________________
For our example the null hypotheses is that the offspring will appear in a ratio of ¾
dominant to ¼ recessive

HOW TO CALCULATE CHI-SQUARE
-

Determine the number of each ___________ that have been observed and how
many would be ________ given basic genetic theory

-

Calculate the Chi-Square using this formula
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“X” is chi,  is sigma the means to sum the following terms for all phenotypes.
“obs” is the number of individuals of the given phenotype observed, “exp” is the
number of that phenotype expected from the null hypotheses

Example
 As an example, you count F2 offspring, and get 290 purple and 110 white flowers.
 This is a total of _________ offspring.
 We expect a _________ ratio. We need to calculate the expected numbers (you
MUST use the numbers of offspring, NOT the proportion!!!); this is done by
multiplying the total offspring by the expected proportions.
_________purple and _______ white.
 Thus, for purple, obs = ______ and exp = ______.
 For white, obs = ______ and exp = _____
 Now it's just a matter of plugging into the formula:
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 This is our chi-square value: now we need to see what it means and how to use it.

 Note that all the values are greater than 0: that's because we squared the (obs - exp)
term: _________________________________________.
 Sometimes you get really wild results, with obs very different from exp: the long tail on
the graph. Really odd things occasionally do happen by ________________ (for
instance, you might win the lottery).

 A ___________ in using the chi-square test is the “degrees of freedom”, which is
essentially the number of independent random variables involved.
 Degrees of freedom is simply the number of classes of offspring minus 1.

For our example, there are 2 classes of offspring: purple and white. Thus, degrees of freedom
(d.f.) =

 Critical values for chi-square are found on tables, sorted by degrees of freedom and
probability levels. Be sure to use p = ________.
 If your calculated chi-square value is greater than the critical value from the table, you
“_____________________________”.
 If your chi-square value is less than the critical value, you
“____________________________” (that is, you accept that your genetic theory
about the expected ratio is correct).

